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ABSTRACT;' This study investigates Borne of the 8oc'ial. and eeonomie
effee:f;s of main r>oad tmf'fie extemalities, in pa1'tieuta"f"
those aS80eiated with tmffie noise, -in Sydney. Shor>t and
tong 1;81'm roesidential. prooperoty pM-oe movements on main rooads
and eont1'oL st1'eets and the impaet o,f noise on p1'ope1'ty
pnee ape cmalysed. The 8oeial, impaats ol main .,.oad
tY'af:fie noise aT'e eval.uated thr'ough the use of a questionnairoe
sent to househoLds roesident on main 1"0008 and paruZz.e!
eJontroot 8t1"eet8. The study Sh01J8 -that the eeonomia and 8oe-ial
imiilieations of main 1"000 tl"affic noise aroe vanabZe acl"088

Sydney. In ee1'tain a1'eas of Sydney, both in the sho1't and
long f;epm thepe ape eonsider'abZe depT'8Ssiv8 effects on
pr'operoty pnees 7leou1..ting .rroom combined main rooad
e:c1;er?'laZ,ities but the 1"01,8 of noise in deter>minin(J pf'opel"ty
priee is mnor>.
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SOME OBSERVATIONS ON THE IMPACT OF MAIN ROAD TRAFFIC NOISE IN SYDNEY
tRODUCTION

In recent decades one of the most consistent features of the
dncentration of population in Australia1s major cities has been the increasing
lume of road traffic Although some of this increased volume has been

ccommodated on new or better roads, in many cases and, notably in Sydney, it
as been fed into the existing road network One outcome of this increasing
oncentr'ation of traffic has been the deleterious environmental effect,
presented by increased noise and air pollution, visual pollution and danger
pedestrians and other road users. This paper is concerned with one such

vironmentaleffect, traffic noise, and its economic and social effect in
ydney. More precisely the paper attempts to identify the effects of road
raffic noise on property prices in nine selected residential areas of Sydney
nd also to ascertain the social effects (on the residential population) of
xposure to main road tr'affic noise"

The introduction of new transport facilities has been shown to have
wo opposing sets of effects on property or land values (M .. S"J .. Keys Young
974)" Firstly, property values may experience a general increase as a result
f increasing accessibil ity to central locations The displacement of
esidential land by a transport facility may 1,ead to increased demand pressures

6n the remaining land, and change in the relative supply and demand of land
may lead to an increase in the value of newly accessible land. On the other
hand, property prices may exper'ience a decl ine, since the nuisance aspects of the
transport facility may result in undesirable residential environments or
because the spatial distribution of demand may result in value declines in
areas left at a disadvantage. Whilst there is considerable debate in the
literature about the nature and direction of such externality effects (for
example see Hall et a1 1977, Pearce and Nash, 1973, Gamble et a1 1974) little
investigative work has been completed in Australia on the relationship between
property values (the indicator of economic impact used in this study) and
traffic noise. Even less is concerned with Sydney.

The response of land values to airport changes in Sydney was established
by Alexsandric (1974).. In the long-run period the airport affected areas of
Botany and Rockda1e showed a faster rate of increase in land values than control
areas. The airport affected areas also exhibited a short-run response to changes
in airport technology or airpo~t extensions, when house prices declined
absolutely and relatively. However, the long-run evidence suggests that after
these short-run periods of change, prices increased to approximately their
previously established long-run trend, Using multiple regression analysis
Abelson (1977) attempted to isolate the effects of aircraft and road traffic noise
in Marrickville and Rockdale in Sydney in 1972-3. At Marrickvil1e road traffic
noise was found to have a 5.6 per cent depressing influence on house prices and
aircraft noise of 30"40 NEF had a 6 percent depressing influence However, at
Rockdale, traffic noise had no effect on house prices, while aircraft noise of
30-40 NEF had a 10 percent depressing influence on house prices.. Outside Sydney
the Newcastle study of Datex (1977) revealed that increased bulk hau1age traffic
VOlumes and associated disturbance halved the annual increase in property prices
of affected streets in the period from 1962-73.

A very recent study by Ho1sman and Paparou1as (1982) has investigated
the impact of the newly completed Eastern Suburbs Railway on residential land
values in the Sydney suburb of Edgec1iff for the period of 1972-81 using the
control area of South Paddington" The study also divided the Edgec1iff study
area into three sub-areas as it was felt that the impacts of the Railway would
vary according to whether residents 1ived very close to the Railway, and were
or were not affected by Railway operational noisE[. The study identified that
there is a statistically significant difference in the long-run growth rates on
property prices between the two principal areas, with Edgec1iff increasing at a
very fast rate since 1976 when the commitment to the Railway was given., However, in
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On the basis of the findings derived from the literature a four
methodology was developed to investigate the economic anctsocial effects
road traffic noise on house prices in Sydney" These stages include:

METHODOLOGY

BRADLEY &HDLSMAN
the sub-region of Edoecliff affected by the above ground section of the Railway
where considerable disturbance ex;stS,the movement in property prices since the
Railwayls opening shows two years of relative decline A questionnaire survey
of residents in this sub-region also identified that noise hasB statistically
significant adverse impact on property values in the area" It was concluded
that in the residential area affected by the operational noise of the
Railway, the environmental impacts of the E,S,R outweighed the accessibility
benefits, It is also worth noting that the present study follows the same
methodology as that pursued in the Hol sman and Paparaul as paper"

These studies suggest that in areas where the environmental disturbances
associated with road traffic noise are excessive, people will be adversely
affected by these disturbances Therefore, it is reasonable to propose that in
areas where such disturbances are excessive that people will value such areas
less highly. Hence, house values might be lower and might increase at slower
rates than less affected areas ..

Recent research also suggests that as traffic volume and noise
dissatisfaction felt by residents increases (Taylor et al, 1979, and Wyatt and
Bookman, 1981)" Danger from traffic, traffic noise, fumes, vibration, soot and
trash were seen to be the most stressful aspects of neighbourhood environment
in a study comparing three streets in San Francisco differing in traffic volume
(Appleyard and Lintell, 1972)" Taylor and Hall (1977) found that attitudes
towards noise are relatively uniform across social status groups, but that the
higher status groups reported being more disturbed by noise and were more
willing to make complaints. The people who were found to be most disturbed by
noise were those who had lived longest in each neighbourhood and those who
spent longer periods at home" Gamble et al (1974) noted also that the de9ree
of annoyance from noise was not related to income, age or sex but they did
report a positive relationship between annoyance and the extent to which
residents felt their property values had been adversely affected by noise. In
a similar study performed in London it was discovered that as dissatisfaction
from traffic effects increase~ the probability of leaving windows open while
sleeping decreases, and the need to close windows while engaging in domestic
activities increases" The more dissatisfied respondents also reported more
disurbance of their children's and their own sleep (Griffiths and Langdon, 1968).,

(i) A short-run analysis of house sales prices to indicate any years during
the study period (1968-1980) when property prices on main roads were
significantly different from those on streets parallel to the main roads
(control streets).

(ii) A long-run analysis of house price movements to establish whether there
are any differences in the movements, or rates of increase of house sales
prices on main roads and on parallel streets over the study period.

(iii) Regression analysis to investigate the extent to which road traffic noise
affects residential property prices,

(iv) A survey of residents at the sites u~der study and of associated
residential characteristics to indicate whether residents exposed to
traffic noise exhibit any responses or residential characteristics which
are different to those of residents not exposed to traffic noise"
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The study relies on a survey-control area comparison approach, that is
it makes a comparison of property prices on main roads with those of adjacent
parallel roads.. The main advantage of incorporating the survey-control area
comparison technique is that it allows an externality impact to be distinguish
able from the general trends in the wider property market which are represented
by the price movements on the adjacent control streets. In so doing, economic
fluctuations in the study area due to inflation, migration or growth are
largelY controlled. Obviously, the validity of such results depends consider
ably on the compatibility of the study and control streets. In this study, in
an effort to ensure such compatability a number of criteria were formulated
which both main road and control streets had to satisfy. These criteria con
sisted of similar housing type, similar predominant land use, straight and level
sections of road and that road traffic noise should be the major source of noise
at each site. These conditions necessitated that all control streets were
parallel to the main road under study. The difficulty of acquiring suitable
sites was considerable and after an investigation of all main roads in Sydney
only nine suitable locations were found.. The locatiooof the study sites is
givenl'ilFigure 1. House sales prices for the period 1968-80 inclusive were
obtained from the respective Local Government valuation books. A total of 1306
transactions were recorded, 596 on main roads and 710 on parallel streets ..

A household questionnaire was distributed to households in each of the
nine sites who had purchased their homes during the period of study (1968-1980)..
In all, 1003 mail-back questionnaires were distributed and a total of 368
returned. The survey response rate of 37% was regarded as highly satisfactory
for the type of survey undertaken, The questionnaire was divided into four
parts. The first part looks at the householders' decision to buy his house and
his attitudes to his locality at the present time, the underlying purpose being
to ascertain whether 'quieti was an important variable in his decision to buy
his house or that Main Road traffic noise was one of the variables disliked about
the neighbourhood at the present time. The second part dealt specifically with
main road traffic noise, its effects on the householder and his responses to
that noise. Part three of the questionnaire looked at the respondent himself
- age, sex, occupation and the amount of time spent at home each week, The last
part of the questionnaire obtained information about the physical attributes of
the house, for example its age and structure, Cross tabulations are obtained
and analysed for statistical significance to establish the nature of relation
ships between noise attributes and other variables expressed in the data,.

Measurements of road traffic noise were undertaken at all nine sites
between June and August 1980 using the mobile acoustic research unit of the
Graduate School of the Built Environment at the University of New South Wales,
Recording sessions on both main roads and parallel streets were conducted on
weekdays between lOam - 3pm. This avoided peak hour traffic and represents an
attempt to record the traffic now dUrlng the major portlon of Day.. A trafflc
count was undertaken DUr,ng each recordlng seSSlon and the number and category
of vehicles was collected" Both the Leq and L10 noise indices were used
through the study,. 1
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t Advice on all matters regarding the measurement of traffic noise and the

appropriateness of various noise indices was kindly given by the staff of
the Acoustic Research Unit.. The Unit also undertook the noise measurements
for us,
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e = error term

t
P a{l + g) e

,
P a + bt + ct

P a + bt

b linear time trend coefficient

c = quadratic time trend coefficient

a = constant

t time, being 1 for 1968 and 13 for 1980

where 9 growth rate

where P house sales price

se. (Yl - y,)

Equation (3) can be linearised using logarithmic transformation Thus

t

The third form of the model suggests that the growth rate of prices may be
constant :

This It I statistic was used for each year for each site In an
attempt to synthesise any common trends which may appear in the analysis of
data foY the nine sites a further set of tests was performed on the mean
sales prices of houses in all main roads and in all parallel streets

difference between the mean property sales prices for a
main road and its control street for a particul ay year

and 5"e" (Yl - Yz) = standard er'for of the difference.

Long-Run Anal y5 i 5 Pr ocedu re - The deteY'mi na t i on of the 1on9-r un gener a1
trends of the property markets on the main roads and on the control streets
was ach i eyed by a ser; es of regress i on analyses, all us i ng proper ty va1ues
as the dependent variable, and time as the independent variable. Three
different forms of the model were used as it was discovered that no single
form of the model was univer'sally successful in describing the movement of
house prices in all study sites. All three models used the above variables,
or transformations of those variables The first model (1) is linear, and
the second (2) is a quadratic function :

where Yl - Yz

SOME OBSERVATIONS ON THE IMPACT OF MAIN ROAD TRAFFIC NOISE IN SYDNEY

The Short-Run Anal*sis Procedure - To investigate the hypothesis that the
~ales prlce 0 houses located on a Main Road is significantly different
to that of houses located on parallel control streets, an appropriate 't'
test was used.. The form of the It l test used was:

IOkm
---"

N



BRADLEY &HOLSMAN
To determine whether the rate of growth of house prices was signi

different in noise affected streets and parallel streets, an appropriate IF'
test was used"

Multiple Regression Model - This final section of the analysis is not concerned
with actual differences in house sale prices, but with establishing the effect
which main road traffic noise has had on property prices on the main roads and
on parallel streets both absolutely, and in comparison with other independent
variables which are considered to be property price determining factors, It
needs to be stressed that the aim of this section is not to .ccount totally for
the movement of property prices, but to identify the role of noise A stepwise
regression procedure was used to test the following model:

p C + X,T + X,A + X,R + X,N

where P house sale prices on main road or parallel str'eet

T Year of the sale

A Age of the house

R no" of rooms in the house

N = measure of traffic noise

C = constant
Xl - Xq = Regression coefficients

The model uses similar variables to those discovered to be of general
significance in related studies" In total, four models were run, two foY' main
roads and two for parallel streets, in the first instance using the Leq
measurement for noise, and secondly, the LIO value The sample sizes used in
the regression analyses are 153 in the case of the main roads data set, and
215 for the parallel streets,

RESULTS

For space reasons it is impossible to give all the results of the
numerous analyses undertaken as part of this study, Emphasis is therefore
given to the more important and representative findings More details of the
study's findings can be obtained from the authors,

L Short-Run Movements

The following results were recorded for each of the nine sites:

(1) Bobbin Head Road - the mean sales price of houses in Bobbin Head Road
was significantly below that of the parallel streets in 1974, 1976 and
1978. However, in some years the mean price on main roads was higher
than that on parallel streets,

(2) Eastern Valley Way - apart from 1976 all years reveal a mean sales
price for property on Eastern Valley Way which is less than that for
the parallel streets. However, only in 1971 is the difference
statistically significant

(3) Epping Road - mean price differences were significant in 1973, 1979
and 1980 (main roads less than parallel streets) but there were also
years when mean prices were higher than those on parall el streets"

(4) Concord Road - mean sales prices of houses in Concord Road were not shown
to be significantly different to those on parallel streets for any of the
years under consideration"
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Gardeners Road - the mean sales price was significantly greater
than that for the parallel streets in 1976 and 1979 but slgmfl
cantly less in 1980.

(8) Princes Highway - the prices on the main road were sicnificantly
less than those in the parallel streets in 1976 and 1S9,

2" Long Run I~ovements

As stated earlier three forms of a time series regression model were
used to investigate the long-run movements of property prices each using sales
price as the dependent variable and time of sale as the independent variable,
Summarised results of the analyses are given in Table 2, The table states which
form of the model best fits the movement of house prices at each site. The most
appropriate model is identified by the R2 value, or coefficient of determination;
which indicates the proportion of variation in the dependent variable (price)
which is explained (in the statistical sense) by the independent variable (time)"
The table also indicates a listing of 'F' statistics which indicate whether the
best fit equations for main road and parallel road long-run prices movements are
significantly different from one another"
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(5) Lyons Road - the mean sales prices was significantly greater than

that for the parallel streets in 1969, 197D and 1972 and slgnifi
cantly ~~ in 1971..

(6) Old South Head Road - mean prices were significantly lower on the
main road in 1972 and 1978"

(9) King Georges Road - the data for this site are the most supportive
of any of the sites for the basic hypothesis of this study, namely
that house prices on main roads are lower than those on parallel
streets" The mean sales price of houses in King Georges Road was
less than those in the parallel streets in every year of the study
period. Also there were six years when those differences were
statistically significant (1974-1976 and 1978-1980).

It can be seen from the above list that the short run measurements at the
nine sites appear to fluctuate quite markedly. However, in an attempt to dis
cover any common short-run trends in mean sales prices the data for all main roads
and all parallel streets were combined, Such a process obviously biases the
results towards the trends of the larger sample groups and this point must be
taken into account when interpreting Table 1. where the results are given" Never-
theless, when the data are combined the results support the basic hypothesis
of the study, for e1ght of the th1rteen years under consideration differences in
mean sales prices were found to be significantly different. There appears to be
three distinct periods during which the prices were signifL3ntly different,
1968-69, 1q73-74 and 1977-80 (excluding 1979)" 1971 does ,lot seem to belon9 to
any 9rouP.

A consideration of the percentage changes in prices on the two sets of
streets suggests a differential response of the property prices on main roads
and parallel streets to movements in the property market" It is accepted that
the residential land market goes through periods of boom (or major surges in
prices) and stabilisation. In times of high demand prices move up\¥ards more
rapidly for those properties in more desirable localities (on parallel streets
as opposed to main roads)" As the boom wanes such properties cannot sustain
their price superiority and main road properties catch up" For the thirteen
year period under review the average yearly difference in mean house prices of
property located on all main roads and those of all the parallel streets is 16%.
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TABLE 1

SHORT RUN ANALYSIS: ALL MAIN ROADS, ALL PARALLEL STREET~

SUMMARY OF F
All All All

All r~ain Parallel Main Parallel
Roads Streets Roads Streets

% % mffer- SITE
Mean Mean change change ence in

Year Price Price t- in in mean
$ $ statistic prices prices values

1968 18472" 2 24935,4 1..6046* 34.5%
1969 19769,5 22848,,0 1..6134* 7,,02 - 8.37 15,,7% L BOBBIN HEAO

1970 22605,9 227f2,1 0,,0479 14.35 - 0.42 0.04%
1971 21538.2 26665,,2 2.8413*** -4,72 17,20 24,,2% 2 EASTERN VALL
1972 27704.2 28956.4 0,,4979 28,,63 8,,59 4.3%
1973 33146.2 37566,6 1.8628** 19,,64 29,,73 13,,6%
1974 36077. 8 46665,,0 2,,6861*** 8.84 24,22 29" 1% 3 EPPING ROAD

1975 39051..6 44293,2 1..2691 8,,24 - 5,,08 13.3%
1976 40353.1 43990.7 1.. 2642 3,,33 - 0,68 9,,0% 4 CONCORD ROAD

1977 42896,,9 48263,,8 1.6094* 6,,30 9.71 12.6%
1978 482811 61316.4 2,6664*** 12,,55 27.04 27,,2% 5 LYONS ROAD
1979 61674,2 68471,,5 1.2637 27,,74 11.67 11.0%
1980 76514.5 92440.4 1. 7901* 24,,06 36.47 22.1%

6 OLD SOUTH HE

* significant at ,,10 probability level.. 7 GARDENERS RE

** significant at ,05 probabil i ty 1eve1..
*** si gnifi cant at ,,01 probability level" 8 PRINCES H"
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~l:....~!REETS

TABLE 2 I
SUMMARY OF RESULTS REGRESSION MODELS OF LONG-RUN TRENDS OF PRICES'

: ~

ts

s)

ence in
SITE ~1AIN ROAD BEST FIT MODEL R' F - RATIO

OR
mean PARALLEL ST

34,,5%
re

15,,7% BOBBIN HEAD RD MAIN ROAD LN PRICE ,,61 12,99 **

D"D4% PARALLEL LN PRICE 59

24,2% EASTERN VALLEY W" MAIN ROAD LN PRICE ,87 9,,06 **

4,,3% PARALLEL LN PRICE 73

13.6%
29" 1%

EPPING ROAD MAIN ROAD QUADRATIC ,73 7.. 76 **

13 .. 3%
PARALLEL QUADRATIC ,75

9"D% CONCORD ROAD MAIN ROAD LN PRICE ,57 0,50

12.6% PARALLEL LN PRICE 6B

27 .. 2% LYONS ROAD MAIN ROAD QUADRATIC ,84 2,14

11....0% PARALLEL QUADRATIC ,62

22.1%
f

OLO SOUTH HEAD RD MAIN ROAD QUADRATIC ,34 098

PARALLEL QUAORATIC 32

GARDENERS RD MAIN ROAD QUADRATIC 55 In

PARALLEL QUADRATIC ,22

8" PRINCES H, MAIN ROAD LN PRICE ..47 3 .. 57

PARALLEL LN PRICE .. 76

9, KI NG GEORGES RD MAIN ROAD LN PRICE ,57 18,22 **

PARALLEL LN PRICE ,34

10, ALL MAIN ROADS MAIN ROAD LN PRICE 52 35,94 **

PARALLEL LN PRICE 45

* Si9nificantly different at 0.01 probability level

* Si9nificantly different at 0 05 probability level

, : Refer to page 5 for details of the models
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An examination of the results of the regression analyses for the nine
sites provided some interesting findings:

(1) No one form of the three regression models is universally applicable to
all nine sites" However, in six of the study sites one of the models
explains the long-run movement of house prices to a satisfactory degree.
Only in three cases, Old South Head Road, Gardeners Road and the Princes
Highway do the R' values for the main roads not exceed 50 percent
(R' <.50)" The low R' values at some sites, and in two cases for both
main and parallel roads, indicates two possibilities" The first is that
none of the time series models used in this study is an adequate repre
sentation of the movement of house prices in these areas. Secondly, in
certain localities particularly local influences may have been at work
which have encouraged prices to move substantially above or below the
trends represented by the various functions .

(2) If only the results of the most successful model at each site is consid
ered, then at four sites, Bobbin Head Road, Eastern Valley Way, Epping
Road, and King Georges Road, a statistically significant difference is
observed in the long-run movement of house prices on main roads and
parallel streets. At these four sites the movement of house prices on
main roads and parallel streets have been diverging, with the latter
obviously moving ahead at a faster rate,

(3) At the remaining five sites the best fit form of the model did not regis
ter significant differences between long-run main road price movements and
those on parallel streets. This suggests that at these site the movement
of house prices on main roads and parallel streets has been somewhat
similar despite the increase in road traffic during the study period"

In an effort to draw together any common trends that may exist in the
data, the data were again combined into the two data sets of all main roads and
all parallel streets and the three time series regression analyses were under
taken. The results of these analyses are also summarised in Table 2. The best
form of the model accounted for 52% of the variation in price movements on all
main roads and 45% of the variation in all parallel streets. Diagrammatic
representation of the regression equations for the two samples is given in
Figure 2. Given the unsatisfactory levels of explanation of the models at three
or four sites, the overall level of explanation of the best fit model for all
main roads and par'allel streets is not surprising. The 'F' statistic identifies
that the long-run trend in house prices on main roads and parallel streets is
significantlY different"

78 80

3" Regression Analyses of Effect of Main Road Traffic Noise on House Prices

The two previous sections have identified that for selected sites and in
particular year's there is a statistically significant difference in main road
property prices and those on parallel streets. Because of the similarity of
housing stock and other property price determining factors on the two sets of
streets such significant differences were considered to be largely the result
of traffic externality effects. This Section attempts to account for variations
in property prices on both main roads and parallel streets by relating price to
a small number of independent variables, including noise, which have been shown
in studies elsewhere to be significant price determining factors (see Hall, et al,
1977)" The results of the exercise are given in Table 3" --
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** statistically significant at 005 probability level"

statistically significant at ,10 probability level"
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*

In order of Equation 1 Equation 2
entry into (using LW as noise (using Leq as noise

equation measurement) measurement)

Variables Coefficient Cumulative R2 Coefficient Cumulative R2

** **
Year 5062 0,,25 5057, 1 0,25

** **
No, of Rooms 33647 0,,34 3318,0 0,34

** **
House Age -262,1 0,37 -249,,8 0,,37

* *
LW or Leq

-499,9 0,38 -6523 038

Constant 17444,8 26069,3
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TABLE 3

RESULTS OF SIEPWISE REGRESSION ANALYSIS
PARALLEL STREETS

RESULTS OF STEPWISE REGRESSION ANALYSIS'
ALL MAIN ROADS

LW or Leq

Constant

Year

': Refer to page 6 for details of the model,
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Analysis of Survey Questionnaire4

Although neither regression model is very successful in accounting for
variations in property prices on main roads and parallel streets, the results
presented here do serve the purpose for which the models were designed, that is,
they do allow an appreciation of the effect which main road traffic noise has
on house prices. Given the results of the earlier analytical sections where it
was shown that for numerous streets, there is no significant short OY long term
difference in house price movements, the somewhat minor level of explanatory
power of the noise variable in the two regression models may not be totally
unexpected.. Al so it woul d not be expected that traffi c noi se woul d be a ma jor
factor in accounting for house prices on parallel streets (though certainly it
is a depressing factor). However, it was anticipated that traffic noise would
be a greater determinant of price on main roads That it is not (accounting for
just 3 per cent of property price variation) suggests that many residents may
trade off noise for increased accessibility, or whatever, It may also suggest
that actual noise levels are very different from perceived noise levels of the
residential property purchaser

A total of 368 questionnaires were returned, 153 of these being from
residents who live on one of the main roads and 215 from residents who live
on one of the parallel streets, Again to save space discussion here is focus sed
on the statistically significant relationships in the data. More responses came
from males, and of all the adult age groups only the over 65 year olds were
under-represented. The length of the residence of respondents varies up to
6 per cent within each category between the two groups of respondents (main
roads or parallel streets)" For example, a greater percentage of residents on

4. See Lawrence, A (1974) "stop-Start Traffic Noise" Paper presented to 8th
lAC Meet i ng, London 111
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In the case of the main roads data only 17 per cent of the variation in

hoUse prices is accounted for by the regression model outl ined earl ier The
levels of explanation using either LlD or' L.e:q as the measure ofnoise are identical,
This is not surprising as th~ L,O and Leq values are highly correlated~ The poor
level of explanation (17 ~r-cent) indicates that the four variables used to explore
the relationship with property price are not successful indicators of the
variation in property prices Indeed, of the four independent variables only
twO are shown to be statistically significant These two variables are the year
of the property sale and the L,o or Leq noise measurement Of these two variables
the year of property sale is entered Into the equation first and accounts for

cent of the variation When the noise variable is added into the
, the level of explanation rises just three per cent. Therefore, although

se exerts a statistically significant effect on house prices, its impact
describing var'iations in house prices is quite minor" The regression

in Table 3 indicate that noise (L ,o ) decreases the price of property
main roads by $1727 per decibel. This figure is greater than the dollar value
decibel quoted by Hall et al ($700 per jdecidel) in their Canadian study (1977).

The regression model was more successful in accounting for variations in
"",no,rv ices on parallel streets than on main roads (Table 4) Again it made

whether the L10 or Leq measure of noise was used as only
38 per cent of the variation in house prices was discovered in both cases,
However, in the analysis of property prices on parallel streets all four variables
aye shown to be statistically significant.. However, the noise variable is the
least significant of the four variables and adds just one per cent to the overall
level of explanation of the model.. In other words, noise can be regarded as a
very minor determinant of house prices in the parallel streets under investigation
and is much less important than the characteristics of the property such as its
size or age" Despite its lesser significance in this analysis, the impact of
traffic noise is still shown to be important in monetary terms.. Each additional
decibel of noise depresses the price of property by $500 using L,O as the noise
measurement and $652 using the Leq measure. These values are obviously considerably
less than the equivalent values ubtained in the main roads analysis ..
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parallel streets have 1ived in their residence for between 4-10 years (51
against 42 percent), and a lesser percentage on parallel streets have li in
their house for more than 10 years (11 percent against 19 percent). For the
sample interviewed there is little evidence of a high turnover of property on
roads (induced possibly by traffic noise). Indeed, a 9reater percentage of that
resident group stay in their houses for more lengthy periods of time"

4.1 Decision to Purchase Home. The cost and quality of the house appear con
sistently as the maJor factors influencing peor-le's decision to purchase their
homes within both groups. Within the main road group neither a quiet neighbour
hood nor distance from main roads was a major contributing factor to that deci
A quiet neighbourhood is more important within the parallel streets, with 36% of
respondents recording its importance compared with 18% of respondents from the
main roads. Investigation of the factors which were ranked first in the house
holders' decision to purchase their house failed to reveal any significant
differences between the main roads and parallel streets"

4.2 Factors Disliked about the Neighbourhood. Within the main road group the
short dlstance from maln roads was percelved as the major factor or aspect dis
liked by residents (24 percent response).. The negative externality effects of
main road traffic obviously extend beyond noise (7 percent response) and incorp
orates safety and visual factors. Air quality, which is also largely a traffic
externality characteristic was ranked first by 9 percent of the group. When
total responses are included the factor which recorded the greatest general nega
tive response (31 percent) was neighbourhood noise (animals, domestic appliances,
neighbours, etc.). This high response indicates that some respondents probably
included traffic noise as part of their interpretation of neighbourhood noise
even though they were asked to consider main road traffic noise as a separate
element. This viewpoint is supported by a comparison of neighbourhood noise
responses of the two groups.. Neighbourhood noise is basically similar in most
areas yet only 11,,6 percent mentioned it as a negative neighbourhood factor on
parallel streets" On the parallel streets only two negative factors registered
more than 10 percent response, these being distance from work and neighbourhood
noise. It is not surprising then that the responses of the residents in the two
localities with regard to those factors that they dislike about their neighbour
hood are discovered to be significantly different (chi-square significant at ,,01)..
Distance from main roads, air quality and neighbourhood noises are the three
variables representing the major difference in response rates.

4.3 Noises in the Neighbourhood. When noise is explicitly stated in the
the recognltlon of maln road traffic noise is immediately apparent (see
Nearly 63 percent of respondents from the main road sample found that main road
traffic noise was the most noticeable neighbourhood noise compared with about
18 percent from the parallel streets" The most noticeable noise in the parallel
streets was domestic noise (29 percent) followed by local traffic noise. It is
interesting to note that within the main road sample 27 percent stated that local
traffic noise was the most noticeable noise. This suggests that many of the
respondents either do not consider themselves to be resident on a main road or
that they do not differentiate between main and local traffic noise" The other
interesting response from the table is the large number of people who mentioned
aircraft noise as being one of the three most noticeable noises. A comparison
of noises ranked most noticeable by residents in the two locality groups revealed
a significant difference between responses for main roads and parallel streets"

Similarly, the chi-square statistic revealed a significant difference
between attitude to main road traffic noise by the two groups of residents.

Of those residents on main roads 84 percent find main road traffic noise
disagreeable to some degree, compared with 44 percent for residents of parallel
streets (see Table 6). The latter percentage, which is somewhat higher
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ATTITUDE TO MAIN ROAD TRAFFIC NOISE BY LOCALITY

SOME OBSERVATIONS ON THE IMPACT OF MAIN ROAD TRAFFIC NOISE IN SYDNEY
TABLE 5

Main Road % Parall~l Streets %

Extremely a9reeable I 066 30 146

Moderately agreeable 6 40 24 116

Sli9htlya9reeable 0 0,0 3 14

Neutral 18 12,0 57 276

Slightly disagreeable 33 21,8 55 267

Moderately disagreeable 62 410 27 13,1

Extremely disagreeable 32 212 8 3 9

chi square = 880879 6 degrees of freedom significant at ,0005

probabil ity 1evel " 113

Parallel Streets

1st 2nd 3rd total mention-

ranking rankin9 ranking ing noise

Domestic noise 29 4 14,8 135 577

Local traffic noise 258 318 120 696

Aircraft Noise 134 17,0 233 53 7

Garden noises 7,2 148 24,1 461

Main road traffic noise 18 0 15,3 15 5 48,8

Other 62 6,3 12 0 24 5

NOISE RANKINGS BY RESIDENTS (%)

Main Road

1st 2nd 3rd total mention-
ranking ranking ranking ing noise

Domestic noise 5,4 20,,2 264 52,0

Local traffic noise 27,0 306 12 I 697

Aircraft noise 14 16,9 231 414

Garden noise 14 113 220 347

Main road traffic noise 628 169 7,7 874

Other 2,,0 4 0 88 14 8
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4.4 Activity Interference. The number of activity interferences caused by
main road trafflc to resldents of main roads is approximately double that
experienced by residents on parallel streets. However, for both groups the
nature and order of interference is somewhat similar - sleeping is affected
most, then talking outside, and then T.V. watching! Disturbance of sleep is
registered by a half of main road residents and by 15 percent of residents of
parallel streets. Again, in the latter case, some confusion in the minds of
parallel streets' residents may exist between main road traffic noise and local
traffic noise ..

The analysis of the household questionnaire revealed that main road +."H-'r
noise was not one of the major factors which people dislike about their
neighbourhood. However, when questioned further, main road residents did
acknowledge main road traffic noise (and local traffic noise) as the noise which
was most noticeable in their neighbourhood" Further analysis of the
questionnaire reflects two points: first, main road residents revealed that they
undertook more actions aimed at reducing the impact of main road traffic noise
than did residents in the parallel streets, and secondly, they noted a greater
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Table 7 identifies that for the sample response many more residents of
main roads suffer medical complaints resulting from main road noise but that
distribution of nature of complaints was not significantly different to the
responses from residents on parallel streets. As a follow up all those YP,,;nlpn-'.
who had noted some health effect of main road traffic noise were asked if they
had sought medical treatment. Thirteen people or 8 percent of households eS[londi,,"
on main roads had sought medical assistance. Although this percentage is ,
it is regarded as a significant percentage and it must be remembered that a much
larger number are suffering some discomfort though not to the level of seeking
medical help"

4.5 Actions Resulting from Annoyance by Main Road Traffic Noise. A resident
may unaertake three sets of achons to decrease the lmpactOTii1aln road traffic
noise: short term actions such as closing windows or turning up the TV, long
term action such as installing air conditioning or insulation, or finally by
making a complaint to councils or other bodies. Only in respect of short term
actions are the responses of the two groups significantly different. Households
on main roads are more likely to respond to traffic noise by staying indoors,
wearing earplugs, turning up the television or radio or by living more in the
back of the house. For approximately 60 percent of those residing on main roads
associated traffic noise has been sufficiently irksome for some long term action
to be undertaken. Most commonly this involves the planting of hedges or trees.
A relatively small percentage of residents have attempted to have their resi
dential environment improved in some way by making a complaint about their prob1
to some pUblic body.. It can be suggested that the cost of long term solutions
and the unlikelihood of achieving any positive response from complaint activity,
appears to lead most residents into making short term responses to cope with
main road traffic noise.
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than anticipated may possibly reflect experience of main road traffic noise
obtained when travelling rather than attitudes based on residential

4.6 Attitudes to Main Road Traffic Noise. The final investigation of the survey
data represents an attempt to d,scover whether people who found main road traffic
noise to be disagreeable exhibited any particular personal characteristics" In
respect of the sex variable no significant differences were noted for the
attitude to main road traffic noise between males and females for either main
road or parallel street residents. Similarly, no significant differences in
attitudes to main road traffic noise were discovered among the four age
categories (18-25, 26-40, 41-65, 65+) residing on main roads. However, the age
gr'oup that finds main road traffic noise most disagreeable is the 41-65 year
group.



TABLE 7

MEDICAL COMPLAINTS BY LOCALITY RESULIING FROM TRAFFIC NOISE

SOME OBSERVATIONS ON THE IMPACT OF MAIN ROAD TRAFFIC NOISE IN SYDNEY

COMPLAINT MAIN % PARALLEL % e
ROAD Response STREET Response

,
I.,

,

Headache 17 11 I 5 7.5
i!!
ill

Nervousness 15 99 10 14,,9 11'

Hearing Difficulties 9 59 1 1.5

Irritabil ity 28 183 13 19.4

Interrupted Sleep 78 51.0 38 56.7

Total 147 67
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number of domestic activities with which main road traffic noise interfered"

DISCUSSION

At this stage it is appropriate to make some comment on the methodology
adopted in this study to indicate some future research initiatives and the
policy implications of the research A number of points can be made about the
methodology adopted in this study. The first is that it must be emphasised
that the study has attempted to say something about the impact of main road
traffic noise rather than the composite externality effects, both positive and
negative, of main roads. The latter effects represent a much broader issue
which can only be investigated through the inclusion of data on air quality,
traffic flow and mix, access problems, safety or accident measurements, public
transport availability and various distance measurements to key local
facilities Similarly, although it has been possible to demonstrate that
property prices on main roads do vary significantly, both in the short and long
term, from those on parallel streets, such variations are not only accounted for
by traffic noise but by the range of main road characteristics mentioned above"
The role of noise has been shown to be significant but minor. In this respect
the household survey proved an invaluable exercise in identifying the relative
significance of noise to the household as both a determining factor in buying
their property, or as a factor disliked about the neighbourhood. If the survey
procedure had a weakness, it was that the differentiation of main road traffic
noise, local noise and loca" traffic noise was not sufficiently clear and some
households were obviously confused A final point about the methodology is that
the study was confined to a small number of sites This resulted not from
any desire to limit the study task, but from the observation that there are very
few ideal study sites across Sydney that meet the requirements of such a study ..

The nature of the current work could be extended in a number of areas,
In the first instance, a much broader investigation of transport externality
effects could be achieved within the economic analysis by the inclusion of
numerous other indicators of main roads" Secondly, a more comprehensive
understanding of the attitudes of households to main road traffic noise could
be obtained by an extensive survey of residents living on main roads in a
greater' number of areas than considered here. A 'larger sample of residents
would allow an investigation of variations of attitudes and impacts by
socio-economic ar'ea, by traffic volume and mix, and by road characteristics
(grades, number of lanes, extent of signalling etc)

In a pol icy and pI anning sense, this study afforded many useful findings
In the first instance, it has established the nature and extent of the economic
and social disadvantages of living on main roads in large urban areas such as
Sydney. The results of this work can be used to widen the debate within the
community of any policy measures that can be introduced at the Local or State
government level to alleviate such problems for both existing households and
those who will be affected by main road developments in the future. Such
policy measures that may warrant debate is assistance for those who incur
financial loss in attempting to provide long term solutions to their noise
problems or health damage related directly to main road traffic noise. The
results of this study also have implications for more effective planning
guidelines on property development close to or alongside main roads and for
the design standards of main roads ..

However, based on the findings of this study, the extent of direct
recommendations that can be made to government is inevitably limited by the
variable impact of main road traffic impacts (of which noise is just one indicator)
across Sydney Only in four areas of Sydney since 1968 have such externality
impacts appeared to have increased the ~isparity of property prices between
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SOME OBSERVATIONS ON THE IMPACT OF r4AIN ROAD TRAFFIC NOISE IN SYDNEY

main roads and parallel streets. The responses from these four areas might be
indicative of the responses of the middle to upper status areas to main road
effects. In such areas it would appear that peace and quiet and the absence of
main road disamenities has become more valued in recent years, The residents
of such localities may also be in a better financial position to purchase
separation from such effects... Elsewhere long-run variations in property price
trends have not occurr'ed. This does not mean that residents in such areas
suffer traffic noise, or whatever gladly, but that in the long term in such
areas main road externalities have not been gaining in significance"

This study has shown that the economic and social implications of main
road traffic noise are variable across Sydney" It has been established that
in certain parts of Sydney, both in the short and long term, there are
considerable depressive effects resulting from combined majn road externalities,
On average acrOSS Sydney such economic impact is estimated at 16 percent
difference in property price, but substantial variations around that value do

occur. The preclse contrlbution of main Y'oad traffic noise to this difference
cannot be established at this stage, but in accounting for variations in the
sales prices of property, noise appears to play a minor role. This study has
initiated a resear'ch exer'cise into the socio-economic impacts of main road
externalities. The authors are very aware that they have only scratched the
surface of a broad area of environmental research but are hopeful that the
present work will be seen as a useful contribution to this increasingly
recognised important area of investigation"
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